
Theme of the Week: Respect



Which of the following words are linked to 
the idea of respect?

Admiration

Equality

Self-esteem

Popularity

Politeness

Veneration

Honour

Dignity

Integrity

What do people sometimes wrongly get respect for?



Respect: Some Questions

Can you think of a good overall definition of 

respect?

What different areas of life does respect cover? 

Why is respect such an important thing?

Is respect for yourself an important thing?



Good advice?



Can money buy respect?



Is this statement true? Always true?



LGBT Role Models

Our Role Model of the Week is no one particular person. Rather it is that 

person who  accepts themselves and others for who they are, and 

always strives to be true to their values, and themselves.

Our focus is again on individuals who are LGBT – and who live their lives 

with honesty and courage.



Some voices from the LGBT Community

‘For as long as I can remember, I’d always felt different 
from other kids. Around the age of 11, I started having 
random sexual feelings for people of both genders. For 
me, my feelings were part of a phase that passed by the 
time I was 15’.

Jenny, aged 16

‘I was slow realising that what I felt was homosexual. 
Since about Year 9 I hadn’t allowed myself to think 
about guys in a romantic way because it unnerved me. 
It wasn’t until I reached the Sixth Form that I realised 
that I am what I am, and there is nothing wrong with 
me.’

Seb, aged 18



Some voices from the LGBT Community

‘I felt a relief, a….lessening of the sensation of total 
isolation and loneliness…and definitely a feeling of 
release to be finally open and able to talk freely 
about my sexuality.’

Marie, aged 15

‘I was thrilled the first time I saw someone wearing 
a pride badge and was able to get some 
information from her. The first time that I met other 
gay people and talked openly with them was, quite 
simply, a massive relief.’

Matt, aged 17



There are over 1000 students at the academy.

• Some are female, some are male

• Some are white, some are black

• Some have English as their first language,  some do not

• Some live with two parents, some do not

• Some are christian, some are muslim, some have no faith

• Some are straight, some are gay, some are bi

We are all different, but we are all equal.

Whatever our differences, we care and respect for each other.

Always remember the message on the slide that follows – it will serve you 

well in your journey through life if you do so.







Our photograph of the week

The image on the next slide won a National 

Photography Award.

The photograph was called:

A Polar Bear Bath





Our little bit of weekly art

The following video continues our focus on the 

creative art scene in the UK

Click here to learn about the street art scene 

in London

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NHj5Epx4bHk


Career Possibility of the Week

Enjoy working with people?

Enjoy helping injured people to get better?

Enjoy sports and science?

Click here to find out if a career as a 

physiotherapist might be for you!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z_hDun-YQlw

